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locl Nati-666i TO:Aitig in the UK: The Last Ten YearS

C:.!rotine Gipps and G}far -y-ein

Proframmes

the period after 1965 standardised testing at local level in this

country dedlihed dramatically following Government Ciretilr 10/65; the

doumont which herS1J:d the widespread introduction Of comprehensive

:;econday ddlidatiOn. Previously the II+ testi a series of IQ, Ehglitih and

teti had been used to allocate children to academic (grammar) or

ntin=abOdemic (secondary modern) secondary schools. As tke probes: Of

complehenSiVication proceeded the need for selection dedlined. However,

some schtitil districts (local education authoritieS = LEAS) continued with

attainment And ability testing in order to ersure a 'balanced' intake into

secondary schools; for example the Inner London EdUCAtitin Authority;

Other LEAS never entirely abandoned selection; retaining one or two grammar

sehtitilS fbi' which entry was determined thrOUgh testing and a handful

retained a completely selective system. Mut group testing did not diSappear

altor'.ether bUt in the mid to late 70s several events; social; political

and educational; led to an increase in concern over education which

aUlttinat d in the introduction of widespread testing programmes

iti

1976; The significant events were - local authority reorganisation

1'74; the Bullock Report in 1975; the 'Black Papers' in 1975 and 1977,

the Prime Minister's Ruskin C011ege speech in 1976; and the William Tyndale

:O}:-0-01 report in 1976. We shall deal with each of these events in turn.

Following local authority reorganisation new school districts were

created and as a result,administraters and professionals in areas which

had taken on new schools felt that they did not have a grasp of the levels



of if.toinmcnt of the new children and schools in their area. This was

compoun,lod by the that With the ending of the Ili- theca was no

information on levels of performance of children leaving primary

(elementary school from 1St through 7th grade) school; The reduction of

ji tetLlig had; in fact; had considerable impact at the primary school

l-evl. Freed from the constraints of this leaving exam; there was a

rn the primary school curriculum with child-centred approaches;

dicovel'.'y Teaming and an emphasis on individual or small group teaching.

T1i oducd emphasis on traditional methods of teaching the basic skills

ILE critics and the Black Papers edited by Dr Rhodes Boyson (now

ocreLary of State for Sacial SerViaes; previously a minister of Education)

argued that modern methedS in t;ie primary school; and non-selective

secondary education; were resulting in a lowering of 'standards'. The

Bullock Committee on the teaching of English was set up because of concern

over standards of literacy, and one of the Committee's recommendationS was

that LEAs should monitor reading levels regularly through the use of

standardised group reading tests; This report; produced by a committee of

highly regarded professionals; became one of the most influential documents

of the 70s and effeCtively it set the seal of approval on testing by LEAs;

This was just as Well; for with the increased callS fbr information on

standards by politicians at this time came an event which was known as the

'William Tyndale affai:o1; A primary school in London which ran a progressive

regime became the focus of concern for some of the parents and staff.

There was an enquiry into the running of the school and the Head and some

of its staff were suspended from duty; this was an unheard-of happening and

the shock waves ran through the education system. "Could it happen here?"

asked many a Director of Education (Superintendent of Schools) and if they

did not know what standards in the basic skillS were in their primary

schools they set about designing monitoring systems. The simplest monitoring

scheme of course is a group testing programme; and as the Bullock Committee
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had advocated regular monitoring of reading it waLr; not too

hard I ,n.1 this idea across to schools. Then in 1976 the Prime

P.inister James Callaghan made a speech at Ruskin College in Oxford in

which he questioned the right of educationists to determine the direction

in which education was going without reference to other interested parties;

Thin was the start of the ::ccountability debate in this country which was

relnted to issues of value for money in the new era of public expenditure

constraints: "We spend billion a year on education so thcre will be

discussion" (TES P2.I0.76) said Prime Minister Callaghan;

Not all these precipitating factors had the same impact in different

LEAs. Some LEAs cite political factors for setting up testing programmes -

the atmosphere in the mid to late 70s at the time of the Ruskin College

speech, the Black Papers and the William Tyndale affair resulting in

pressure from local politicians;otherscite organisational factors - the

ending of the 11+, secondary school reorganisation and TEA reorganisation

all leading to a demand for information particularly relating to primary/

secondary transfer; yet others cite professional factors - concern over the

number of children referred for remedial helPi both too large and too small,

and concern over reading standards following publication of the Bullock

Report. But whatever the initiating factors, by 1981 almost 80% of

all LEAs had a testing programme* (79 out of 104)i with 1978 being the year

when .post new testing programmes were introduced (Gipps et al, 1983).

Briefly, the situation with regard to who is tested on what is similar to

the USA (Wigdor and Garner. 1982) with most testing taking place at junior

(4th through 7th grades) level, most tests covering the basic skillS in

reading, maths and language, and norm-referenced tests being more popular

than criterion referenced tests.

* defined as .. 'aLy tc:.ting cr children in an age grot73 .7.c.37: is organised

and promoted by the LEA as a matter of policy".



Re0:ardiolls of reasons for introduction; most testing programmes are

asOrlhod a variety or purposes : moni-to-rinq - that is of overall standards

Within an area and/or of individual schools; screening - that is to identify

iii Veil who are in need of special help or provision; and providing

inr-OrMation For tran:IFe ['rem junior to senior school; are the most widely

i7iVen reason; For testing, and not individually either. We were struck by

the tnc,e or reasons given for testing: LEAs seem to believe that teating;

an 1 nearly alwayrs a single test; can satisfy several purposes. We received

comments such as "The tests are administered to monitor performance across

the authority; to indicate resource requirements and to enable decisions to

IA? made on appropriate Curriculum"; All this on the baSis of scores on a

simple non - diagnostic reading test; Our findings ihdidated a lack of clear

thinking in LEAs as to why they had their tes4-ing programmes, which is a

disquieting fact in itself but also there are technidal limitations to the

efficiency with which the same test can be used simultaneously to monitor

and to screen. Fresh thinking about testing has perhaps been hard for LEAs

liecause the testing of reading has for so long been part and parcel of

schooling in the UK. What seems to have happened in some authorities is

that programMeS WI-Lch set out Originally with screening as their main

purpose have; as often as not; had monitoring added, perhaps as a political

response and then, with the threat of cuts; had allocation of resources

added as well. The implementation of the 1981 Education Act in 1983

which obliges LEAs to ensure that all children with special educational

needs are catered for adequately; preferably within mainstream schools;

emphasises the identification and assessment of children with special

edUCatiehal needs; so we may see an expansion of testing for screening

purposes.

Last year (1983) we carried out a survey of screening programmes in

LEAs and found that around 70% (72 out of 104 LEAs) did indeed use
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andardisud tests to identify children with special educational needs

(and ri further three LEAF are planning to introduce test for screening/

identification purposes). These screening programmes are little different

iH outward appearance from the accountebility testing programmes we were

told about in L981 and we have yet to find out whether the results are

used in any more rigorous a fashion. We found then that results of

monitoring programmes were not used to make schools or teachers accountable

in any hard-line way. There was no LEA which published 'league-tables',

named school results (though one LEA attempted to do this recently;

']E .3). The chief reason for this was that teachers; individually;

on tsting panels convened by LEAs; and through their Unions made it

abundantly clear that league tables were not acceptable, and LEA officers

in turn did much to persuade Education Committee members (i;e; representatives

Or the community and local politicians) not to ask for league tables; At

the school level we found, did Leslie Salmon-Cox and colleagues in

PitthbUrg (1981) and Kellaghan and colleagues in Ireland (1982); that

teachers made little d',-ect use of test scores themselves; Scores were put

into record books largely for the benefit of someone else; though of

course if the scores gave cause for concern teachers would act on them; but

by and large the feeling was that they were of use mostly to someone else

the Head or the LEA. The need of both heads and local authorities to have

testing in order to keep a check on 'standards' (whatever that means) was

well accepted in the school system. In that situation the perceived need

11 for norm-referenced tests for the comparisons that they make possible.

One is tempted to say that; given fv)-one expects results from this type of

testin to be of much use except for level-checking and comparison purposes;

the need is for tests which are as quick; simple and straightforward a.

possible with perhaps less concern for maintaining reliability and validity.

We are not cf course here talking about individual diagnostic testing such

as that carried cut by educational psychologists or special education staff.



The mood now at ledal level has moved away from concerns with monitoring

and acconnLahility to - in the face of expenditure cuts and falling rolls,

eource allocation (though it is far from clear how testing information

can help in this area) and now into the special educational needs area.

Special EducaLLonal Needs-

Our own interests have also turned towards children with special educational

needs and methods of identification of such children. The official

derinition is of little help here *: 'a child has special educational needs

ir he (sic) has a learning difficulty which calls for special educational

provision to be made for him ...' and 'a child has a "learning difficulty"

if he has.a significantly greater difficulty in learning than the

majority of children of his age' (DES 1981).

As we have already saidi many LEAs have fallen back on the good old

standardised reading test as a first line of attack in their attempts to

fulfil their now wide obligations to provide adequate support for all

children with special educational needs. With the norm-referenced overtones

of the official definition this may be appropriate but theme is also a move

tow,Irds using skills or curriculum-based assessments with precisely stated

objectives, on the basis that clear objectives combined with feedback on

progress are a necessary prerequisite for effective teaching (Cameron, 1982).

This movement stems partly from the objectives approach of much special

education teaching, partly from a genuine desire to develop assessment

techniques which provide some feedback for the teacher and which she/he

can actually use, and partly from changing models of provision for children

It is an interesting aside here that_Sir Cyril Burt; that much denigrated

English psychologist, also had trouble with vague definitions as far hack

as 1921; In those days the statutory definition was 'incapable of receiving

proper benefit from instruction in the ordinary public elementary schools'

}3urt 1921 p167). See Gipps Sc Goldstein (1984) for expansion of this theme.



with special educational needs. The current wisdom is that; in the face

or doubts abnut the effectiveness of remedial teaching based on withdrawal

sessions by peripatetic staff, children with learning difficulties are

best helped by their regular teacher in the context of their own classroom,

The catch-phrase is 'All teachers are teachers of children with special

needs'. In this situation there is a need to provide the class teacher

with assessment materials that are curriculum-based and therefore help the

teacher to design and implement teaching programmes matched to each child's

special needs (Ainscow & Munceyi 1983). This seems a potentially

interesting development in what we might call 'useful' testing (as opposed

Lo use-for-othere testing which we described earlier) and our current

research is involved in investigating such new developments.

These developments are in line with the recommendations abcut assessment

in the 19L'2 NAS panel report on Mild Mental Retardation classification/

placement.

The fi:ndamental assessment principal emphasized repeatedly ...

was educational utility. Information related to educational

decision making, especially that which leads to more effective

:

educational programming, was seen as worthWhile, beneficial ...

Me sick'S well-placed emphasis on assessing the regular education

program before or concurrent with initial referral as wet] as

development of interventions in regular education as a first step

is in line with current legal; legislative and professional

opinion. Moreover, fiscal realities, it addition to perceptions

of children's best interests,- dictate greater use of interventions

within regular education instead of referring all (or even most)

problems to very expensive special education programs."

(R0-8-chly, 1983)
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Many of the issues raised by Lorrie Shepoard in her NCME presidential

I t :t, year are relevant here too; for example, the technical

inadequacy of tests used in assessment; the profebbional8' poor awareness

of th6 dLrference between an adequate and inadequate test, traditional

LeSt choice preferences in the face of evidence of inadequacy (see

particularly Steadman & CiPps, 1984) and the widely felt need for norms

(Shephard, 1983);

National Monitoring

In England the Assessment of Performance Unit (APU) parallels the

American National Assessment of Edudational Progress. The APU was set up

by the DepartMent of Education and Science (DES) in 1974i bUt there had

been a considerable gestation period and its appearance was the result of

many of the same concerns which caused LEAs to set up their own monitoring

systems.

From 1948 to 1964 the DES had commissioned regular national reading

surveys to be carried out by the N-ttional Foundation for Educational

Research. TheSe ShOW-ed that during the 16 years of the surveys there had

been advances of several months in the reading ages of 11 and 15 year olds.

The next survey was not conducted until 1970 and, unlike the previous

surveys, it did not ShOw an advance in average reading ages. That survey

was bedevilled with problems which resulted in a sample which was

probably unrepteSentative; and the test which had been used in preVibus

surveys was by then out of date Nonetheless; these results caused a

furore in the world of education and beyond, and critics of progressive

education took it as evidence of a deteriorating system of state schooling.

One of the consequences was the setting up of the Bullock Committee, to

which we have already referred, and the report's first recommendation was
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IOC a system of national monitoring employing new instruments. This was

)ulaio indication that central government was interested in

national monitoring; but in fact discussions had been going on behind

the scenes for some time. As early as 1968 an internal DES paper

.11ggerlted a wide ranging testing programme as one means of assessing the

rermits of educational investment, and maths was singled out as an area

in which to start (DES, 1971). AS we have seen; these discussions took

place against a backdrop of increasing concern over standards. In the

face of this the DES' lack of control over what went on in schools; in

suite of the fact that the DES funded schools and was ultimately accountable

w}riit went on in them, caused increasing concern amongst some officials.

A national scheme of monitoring would provide the DES with some means of

evaluating the performance of the education system directly (so the

reasoning went) and hence possibly with an indirect say in curriculum

content. It might also provide longed-for evidence to dispute the claims

Of those who argued that standard8 were falling (Gipps & Goldstein; 1983).

However; the APU was actually announced in the context of government

moves to deal with educational disadvantage and the educational needs of

immigrants (DES; 1974) and the APU's role was to help to develop criteria

to identify educational'disadvantage; This announcement caused few ripples

at the time since the move to deal with disadvantage and underachievement

was welcomed by educationists; The early publicity material put out by

the APU, however; had a different tale to tell: the APU's role was to

monitor in order to provide information on standards and how these change

over time The educational climate in the mid 70s was, as we have seen,

one in which the professionals were being criticised; at least indirectly.

'n this climate the APU became the focus of wider attention and suspicion

on behalf of many of those in education; linked as it was inevitably with

the move towards greater accountability; Proposals to monitor standards
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irrationally were perceived to emanate from the political right and were

threatenin Lo Lite teaching profession;

There were two main areas of concern; The first was that; theUgh

Oftensibly concerned with children's standards; the APU was really dealing

With teachers' competence. The second concern was its possible effect on

the curriculum; through the dUrritUlUm models adopted by the testers, the

increased importance of the areas tested (and by corollary the decreaSed

iftreJortance of areas not tested), and teaching to the test.

Before looking at what came of these concerns, a brief look at what-

the APU is and how it works. The APU is in fact a small unit Within the

DES; It oversees the surveying of performance, which is actually contracted

out to the NFER; LeedS University and Chelsea College (University of London);

Each of the test development teams has an advisory group; there is a

Statistical Advisory Group which advises the Unit on technical matters;

and a Consultative COMmittee which is lw:gely made up of non-DES people

and is representative of outside interests. This latter committee makes

suggestions about policy matters and has been extremely influential

The APU does not test in as many areas as the NAEP; it covers language;

maths; science and modern language; essentially a core curriculum; but it

may come to inClude design and technology; It tests only at three ages

II; 13 and 15 (and not at all ages in all subjects). Initially maths;

language and science monitoring was carried out annually for five years

and modern language for three years. This initial cycle of five annual

surveys ended in 1982 for maths; 1983 for language and 1984 for science;

the last of the three annual surveys in modern language will take place

in 1985. Maths; language and science will then be monitored every five

year* a decision about the future of modern language monitoring has yet
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to be made. This rolling system of monitoring with maths; language and

science taking it in turns will have the function of updating the national

picture and identifying trends; while limiting the burden on schools and

rOdUCitiC costs;

The take-up of published reports; particularly by teachers; has been

poor this was a major theme or our 1982 evaluation (Gipps & Goldstein;

1 op cit); In November 1982 the decision was made by the DES that

more emphasis be put on dissemination. Thus there is now a series of

occasional papers and a regular newsletter; rather in the style of the

:;AEP newsletter; The DES has produced a booklet on the writing performance

of 15 year olds and the Association for. Science Education; acting as the

APU's agent; is publishing a series of pamphlets on science performance

aimed at the classroom teacher.

Instead of publishing major reports at considerable expense; the emphasis

is now on short; easy to read booklets on specific areas aimed at a

specific audience; The APU has al-so commissioned independent evaluations

of the maths and language reports following the NAEP model; It is expected

that these will result in various documents for in-service training;

There has been continuing discussion within the Unit, its committee ,

groups and teams over the nature and extent of the background variables

which should. be measured. Information of this sort is essential for the

interpretation of findings and to provide data of value to policy mbkers,

which is Part of its task, that is, to identify differences in achievement

in relation to the circumstances in which children learn. The StatibtiCS

AdviaDry Group has advised against the collection of several proposed

variables because of problems of measurement, while the Consultative

Committee has been consistently against the collection of home background

information from either parents or children. The current situation is that

school-based background measures are being collected by the teams in their
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surveys. However, composite measures of background (social and educatiOnal)

have limited potentialfor explaining performance at an individual level .

And; ac Nuttall (1983) has pointed out, there can be little doubt that

in any case information on classroom processes and detailed curriculum

information is vital for interpretation of survey results. Such data is

not easy to obtain from large scale surveys but requires more intensive

in-depth stUdieS. In the fallow fbur year period between surveys, the

teams wilt now have an opportunity to make in -depth studies; which were

promsed when the work was first commissioned. At this point, however,

only in-depth analysis of aki_s_t_ing data is involved; although in-depth

:Itildie:; Involving the collection of/12a data are possible this option has

not yet been taken up by the test development teems;

This problem is not restricted to the UK national assessment programme;

A comparison of the American, British and Australian monitoring programmes

by Power and Wood (1984, in press) concluded:

"There is no way in which a national assessment progran of the type

d-eV-elbped could serve a social accountability function; given the

structure and politics of education in Australia; the UK and the US;

An well, in developing the programs political considerations proved

more important than clarification of objectives and of what would

be needed if these were to be met; As a consequence; the programs

developed into bland monitoring exercises of little direct

information value to policy makers and educators.

;;; As all three evaluations suggest; the picture would be clearer

and more readily interpretable if additional student and school

background and process data were collected and further research on

the instruments and follow-up studies were undertaken ..."



The other area in which the APU and NAEP) has met problems ls in

analysing arid reporting changes in performance over time; There is no

eru on how to analyse trends over time and this relates directly

to the :;srle of what one can say about standards (in terms of whether

they are rising or falling which is what most people want to know);

As Nuttall (op cit) says "Finally, the measurement of change of over

time: the only possible conclusion is that a satisfactory long-term

method has not been devised". NAEP, for example; has relied on using a

number or items that are common from one survey to the next to indicate

cnange; although ETS seems to be proposing to resurrect latent trait

models for this purpose - a proposal contemplated but now rejected by

the APU. The main problem with using a common core of items is that this

method cannot provide a wholly representative sample of the items used in

any particular survey and so the information thus provided on changes in

performance over time is inevitably limited; The APU teams are also using

some common items from one survey to another; for example; in maths half

the items were common in the first and last annual surveys. At the end of

the live year period of surveying, each team will produce composite

measures of performance over the five years which will serve as a haSelind

(or Standard) with which to compare performance measured subsequently in

the five-yearly surveys. By then; the question of how to analyse trendS

in performance may have been answered in part. Certainly the Unit;

althOUO;h it said much about standards in the early days; has not attempted

to define 'standards' in the sense of acceptable-or looked=for performance

and will instead rely on describing measured performance over a period of

sev.i.ral years; a far less contentious and more acceptable task, and on

comparing relative changes between groups; e.g. sexes over time

(Goldstein; 1983). The DES however; is not Tdte so circumspect: the

pamphlet on the writing performance of 15 year olds was launched as a
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contribution t7) the debate on standardS "to trigger a public debate

ahoul the content of English teaching and the Standards needed " (TES;

.12.83; p3).

By adhering to the principle of light sampling; anonymity of studentb

and schools, and the inclusion of teacher union representatives on its

ConsultatiVO Committee; the APU has gone a long way towards allaying

teacherP' early fears; The extent to which the APU has carried the

teachers with it can be illustrated by some findings of a teacher-interview

:wirvey we carried out in late 1982: approximately 70% of the primary and

:7eciindary heads interviewed (120) were in favour of national monitoring

(Gipps et al; 1983; op cit) with accountability and the need to keep a

che-ck on standards to the fore in their comments;

The Other early concern was abbUt its impact on the curriculUM;

specifically its role in introducing a core curriculum and the

curriculum backwash effect Of the test items used; The APU's sampling and

testing policies have prevented the curriculum backwash which Would result

from teaching to the test. The impact of the APU on the develOpMeht of a

core currichlum4however; cannot easily be separated from the influence of

other factors in educatiOn. In 1982; when we wrote our evaltiation of the

APU; we felt that any impact there might be on the curriculum would he via

the curriculum modelS adopted by the test development teams; the teams

were aware of thiS and operated on a wide curriculum model 80 that any

impact would be Widening and not narrowingi and positive not negative.

lniieed in 1982 there was a certain ambivalence on the part of the APU

towards its role vis a vis the curriculum. The APU had been accused of

being a Trojan her-se to bring in an assessment-led curriculum; this

however was a Slightly paranoid view of the role of central government in

the education oystem without sufficient awareness of the constraints on
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it through the countervailing power of bodies such as the Nat'onat Union

or Teachers. Fiut the Unit, in order to allay fears, maintained that it

:ould not attempt to influence the curriculum via backdoor methods; That

nmbivn!ence about its current role has now gone and one of the Unit's

current major aims is to milk its very detailed survey findings in order

to improve curriculum content and delivery ;that , teaching. It hopes

to achieve this via its new dissemination policy and by running in-service

courses for teachers and LEA subject advisers.

Indeed, the whole curriculum scene has changed over the last two

years since the Schools Council, the teachers' body responsible for

development of thecurriculum and examinations; has been disbanded and two

new organisations have been set up the School Curriculum Development

Committee and the Secondary Examinations Council - with more DES control.

Though t:,,re are no formal links between the APU and these two organisations

the APU data will be fed into their committees to help them in their early

deliberations. Two particular areas of input are likely to be in helping

think about criteria for allocating grades in the new 16+ exams and in

suggesting modes for examining. Of course; now the DES has the SCDC, it

no longer needs the APU as a means of having some say in the curriculum.

Within the Unit the emphasis now seems to have shifted away from a

concern with information relevant to policy making and resource allocation.

Tilstead it is in providing detailed information to guide teaching practice

th;qt the APU's profile seems to be highest. The incidence of low achieve-

ment, changes over time, policy decisions concerning resource allocation,

making test items available to LEAs these are all still on the agenda

hut one senses that they are no longer considered to be paramount. These

area: are of course potentially far more problematic; particularly given

the way the APU carried out its tasks prior to 1982;
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Current APU moves to disseminate its fitdings to improve the

curriculum - by, it must be admitted, anything but backdoor methods can

be given a cautious welcome (and certainly the demand from LEAs and teachers

Coy courses and conferences seems quite considerable). However; its

future impact on the curriculum is uncertain and much will depend on the

APB's links with the aforementioned new organisations - the SCDC and the

SEC - and }IOW theSe attempt to shape the curriculum.*

Ne, Developments in Public/School-leaving Examinations

far we have not mentioned the area of public examinations - those

which studehtS take at 16 and 18. There are two types of exam, the

General CertifiCate of Education (GCE) Ordinary Level (at 16) and

Advanced Level (at 18) which are meant for the top 20% of the population;

For the less academic student there is the Certificate of Secondary

Education (CSE) taken at 16 only. These exams are set by various

examinations boards; independent bodieS under the aegis of the Universities,

except for one type of CSE exam 'Mode III' which is set by the student's

own school but has to be approved by the relevant examinations board.

With such a diverse system, there are bound to be questions over

comparability and there is confUsiet over whether the grades awarded are

norm-referenced or criterion baSed. In fact they are largely norm-based;

i. e the top x% always get Grade A, although some variation is allowed

Wood and Power (forthcoming) make the i36int that indeed, given the human

and financial resources the APU has receJ.ved, it is not surprising the APU

has been able to produce superior test materials. Now that big curriculum

reform projects have gone out of favour in the UK, the APU can be viewed as

the "nearest thing to a curriculum reform project".
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torn year to year so as not to penalise an apparently unusually highly-

+roup; and there have been distinct trends over the years in some

subject s.

Although the top grade in CSE has the same value as a pass grade in

GCE '0' level; the latter has become the cualification looked for by

employer and the CSE has as a result become devalued. There has in fact

been considerable dissatisfaction with this dual system of examining and

1 .,Y6 the Schools Council submitted proposals to develop a single

?xainination at 16t. In 1983 the Government agreed to introduce such a

:itlbject to the creation of satisfactory national criteria

for synabuses, assessment procedures and thc, award of grades; A major

exercise to develop such criteria is underway on the part of the exam

boards, the SEC and other national bodies (Orr and NuttaI1,I983);

The present Secretary of State for Education has brought in the

notion of tirade - related criteria: "national criteria must be established

to eil:titie that ... all boards apply the same performance standards to

the award of grades" (Orr aud Nuttall; op cit); This development; 4hich

ha: not yet been completed is part of a more general trend to move away

from purely norm-referenced testing towards criterion-referenced testing -

Which attempts to specify more precisely what a student can actually do;

The attraction of criterion-referenced testing is that it can haVe a

positive value for all students; since it is a record of what can actually

be done; Nevertheless; the practical pressures to aggregate a large number

of criterion-referenced asseosments for purposes of selection and so on;

is Likely to leave us with many problems - not the least of which is the

requirement for comparability. Indeed; the distinction between norm-

referenced and criterion-referenced testing in widely misunderstood in

1 9



tb? [[K (see Mack et al; 1084) and it See-MS likely that the present high

evel :iiivOccy of criterion-referenced test trig and its

!icceptance by much of the teaching profession is based on

rn under -,tanding of nature and potentialities (Goldstein, 9810.

One particular type of criterion-referenced test has existed in this

couu try for many years - the graded test. The most well kneWn example of

;railed testing is that of music; though there are now moves underway to

devtJop graded tests in Other areas; for example, foreign languages

(which has actually been going on for some time and English It is

Likely, howeVer, that subjects like maths lend themselves more readily to

graded testinL, Lb pre - specified criteria) than subjects like Ehglish

(Nuttall and Goldstein; forthcoming)

Another approach is that of profiling in which an individual's results

in a subjecc are reported in the form of a profile Which specifies levels

of a

of attainment in each/range of skills (See Mortimore and Mortimore; 10844

ror a review of profiling and graded testa). However, this approach is

not withbut its measurement problems either;as NuttalLand Goldstein (op

cit) point out, one of the more serious of these is how to deal with

af7gregating very detailed assessments of individual attributes; At

other level, Her Majesty's Inspectors are concerned that schools will

Elei7:e on pi.Onies and use them without careful planning; not to mention

dealing with the issue of comparability between schools(Education

Tire is also the danger that profiles and graded tents will be used

O nly for the bottom 40% of the ability range. Indeed, at the end of

l(W the Government made available ,C1 million for the development of

g raded tests in maths for lower attaining pupils (DES Press Notice 268/8P).

One iS here driven to que,.tiOn the motives of a Government which in
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euconraging the deVOlopment of a unified examination system on the one

haild and developMent of graded tests for a particular section of thb

population on the Other.

developments

One thing all these / have in common is the desire to move

Lownrds an examining system which te'ils us something about What Student8

can do in specific terms: This parallels the move in special/remedial

oducat:on tciWada curriculum- and teaching objectives-based assessment.

The underlying requirement is that test scores and exam results should

curr n ry more IiomatiOn with 1-iem than they do at present. It would be by

ho means a bad thing if these scores and results were to be more useful,

and therefore used more; nan scores from norm-referenced standardised

tests. One bf the Challenges to those concerned with educational

measurement is in finding ways in which such sets of more detailed

inormation can be conveyed informatively.

in January of this year the Education Secretary made a major speech on

future educational policy which received warm welcdthe from many in

ThiS significant speech, known as the 'Sheffield speech',

emphasised the need to raise standards and outlined the chances required

in examining and the curriculum In order to achieve this rise. The

ecretary of State gave as his objective bringing 80-90% of all 16 year

old pupils at least (his emphasi ) ur to the level now associated with

that grade in CSE which is currently achieved by average pupils; He

i-Ltormtod his call for a greater degree of criterion-referencing in

pUblic exar=; and for explicit definitiOnS of the objectives of each

nhahe, and of each subject area, Of the curriculum: icitly defined

curricular objectives increase teacher expectations, so his argument went,

hnd high expectations based on defined Objectives motivate pupils to give

of their best; And - echoes of the then Prime Minister's Ruskin College
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:Teech in 1976 - "There would be a further gain if defined curricular

not only broadly agreed by all the partners in the

education service but were also shared by those whuse it and pay for

if employers and the tax and ratepaying public" (our emphasis).

Although the ephasis on standards and value for money is much the same

as it was in 1976; sometning has changed: the current view about who has

a right to be involved in the curriculuit. "There is now no serious

aiLloute that the school curriculum is a proper concern not only of the

teachers, but also of pz..:rent ;
governing bodies; LEAs and the

(1overnment (Education 13.1.84).

T6Lttih ; and its inevitable companion the curriculum; has come a

long way in the last ten years.
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